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Is it possible to represent physical sensations?
Not quite – they are invisible, subjective and of a different nature than graphic representations. They can be simultaneously
intense and ephemeral. Sensations can change in their very moment of representation, or even through the mere thought of
recording them. Although my formulation is already intermingled with the sensation itself, there might not be any feasible
representation without the aforementioned interference and
no pure sensation from which the perception emerges. Perceptions appear and are complex without ever having been simple.
They comprise not only the present moment but also any preceding experiences. Does a bodily sensual experience become
corporeal perception only when it acquires a connection to a
language?

What prompts me to create the project Stitches and Sutures
is a disturbance in my own body’s sensory capacity caused by
illness. For decades, my main concern has been the various
forms of representations of the body as a sculptural textile
second skin. In 2017, I was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis
(MS). To me, this sensory disorder has brought about a change
in perspective. As I discovered similarities between current bodily perceptions and those embodied in my earlier works, different questions concerning body awareness, body-memory
and the corporeal unconscious arose. Borrowing the quilting
points (points de capiton) from Jacques Lacan – and transforming this concept to embed it in artistic contexts – I analyse
my former artistic practice in relation to my current approach.
Lacan’s notion of the quilting points signifies a process whereby the past is studded retroactively with stitches, resulting in
the diachronic production of meaning. Eventually, many quilting points can constitute a suture.

In earlier works, I focused on representations of bodily expression. My current investigations are centered on what I physically experience. Interestingly, I feel many of these sensory
disorders as having a textile character, as if they are being triggered by external stimuli. Can physical illusions thus be visualized through what they seemingly “pretend” to be?

Do I feel my body? How do I feel it in the absence of any specific incident? Does this require explicit attention? Does my
perception change during or resulting from the drawing process? Do I either feel fragmented or assembled through the
visual exploration and the concomitant introspection? Here,
the challenge is to be simultaneously the perceiving subject
and the object of perception.

In the course of this project, these categories will be further
subdivided and analysed. The following passages may give
brief insights into the dilemma of such physical experiences
best exemplified by terms like sensing, perceiving, representing, mediating, evoking, communicating, responding.

The sensory disorder is caused by lesions in the central nervous system. Nevertheless, I feel them located elsewhere. In
the German language, the term “Wahrnehmung” (perception)
yields specific information concerning the act of perceiving. The
first part of the word, ”wahr”, means real, and the second part,
“nehmen”, expresses the verb “to take”. These phenomena may
be illusions, yet I take them as being inevitably true and therefore try recording them with pencil on paper: It’s about the sense
of touch without being touched and about textile perceptions,
like the sensation of gloves and socks, diffuse accumulations of
fabrics and enmeshment of threads below one’s feet; and fibred, knotty, banded, thread-like sensations of tensions.
These sensations can be classified according to senses of appearance and movement, such as long-lasting, fluctuating or
flashing sensations, a glimpse of touch by a hazy fabric, or experiencing physical contact with undefined flying objects. How
can I represent changes in perceptions, such as tingling sensations or the feeling of pins and needles?

Are all these objects – like bandages, fibres, and balls of cotton –
part of the body or are they strangely unfamiliar to me? Why
does the nervous disorder evoke allusions to textiles? Is it my
own work that gives a language to my perception of what I feel?
Still, it seems that other people afflicted with MS often have textile sensations as well. This type of sensation is inextricably linked
with everyday embodied experiences, such as fabrics touching
the body. Do perceptions in the moment of the sensory stimulus
immediately and simultaneously become imaginary images?

The exploration of the physical sensations is divided into different sections: – type of sensation and situation of their occurrence – process and form of graphic representation – legibility
of the visualizations (drawing as resonant images) – the function
of transferring disturbing corporeal sensations to outer loci – exploration of knowledge derived from aforementioned drawings
and of their possibly relevant context.
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Furthermore, the altered perception could also be divided into
remodelling and deception. For example, the perception of
enlarged body parts can be classified as remodelling and the
sensation of extension through an imaginary object as deception. Therefore, a crucial difference exists between the visual
appearance of the body and the experienced body. Special circumstances, such as diseases, make these phenomena even
more striking.

Do I draw whilst relapses, fading or when rather constant symptoms occur? This also leads to the question of transmission:
Do I draw in situations of corporeal experiences, based on
written notes or sketches, or remembering an incident?
Another criterion is the perspective. Do I observe my body directly, by mirror, or even by imagining? Additionally, scale is a
relevant aspect: are these sensations represented enlarged, in
life-size, reduced or on a microscopic scale?
Besides, I try to relate the quality of perceptions with that of
the pencil mark, e.g. smooth, soft, confusing, intense, painful,
pointed, flat, flowing, burning, hot, cold, tense, foggy, numb,
dull, hypersensitive, tight, prickling, tingling, tickling, bulky,
swollen, constricting or spastic. The type of representations
can be classified into quasi-seismographic recordings, metaphors, naturalistic representations of illusions, narratives, and
more abstract structures. When drawing the structures of paresthesia as isolated textures only, the result is more abstract
and provides easier empathic sensory access than if body contours are added for topographical inscription.

Representations of sensations can never be congruent with
the experiences themselves, but resonant images can be created – resonant for recipients, myself included. Approximating
lived experiences through drawings is always more or less insufficient. Sensations cannot be shared, but representations
of perceptions can. Sometimes they evoke memories of past
experiences. They can trigger the feeling of great correspondence, but also that of alienation.
Uncertainty and loss of trust are central themes of my research
project. Rather than solely considering the drawing line, I query
the body sensation which is usually taken for granted. To convey what one experiences subjectively is a difficult task.
Illness makes the difficulties of representing these sensations, perhaps, more urgent and explicit. However, the same
questions could be asked in regard to a more tacit body as
well. Here, a phenomenological drawing-catalogue of sensory
perceptions could be a supplement to verbal descriptions
already existing. Eventually, this might support body awareness in its corporeal integrity and stimulate discourse with
other (affected) persons and various (clinical) disciplines.
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